Exemption from 40 CFR Part 264 Requirements for People Engaged in the
Immediate Phase of a Spill Response
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United States Environmental Protection Agency
Washington, D.C. 20460
Office of Solid Waste and Emergency Response
June 15, 1989
Ms. Elizabeth M. Powell
Moore & Van Allen
One Hannover Square
Suite 1700
Post Office Box 26507
Raleigh, North Carolina
Dear Ms. Powell:
I am writing in answer to your letter of May 4, 1989, in which
you raised several questions concerning the applicability of RCRA
to certain situations involving remediation of contamination at a
facility. The following response addressesthe questions which you
have posed:
I. “Is 40 CFR 265.1(c)(l l)(iii) applicable to remediation at
the facility to require compliance with Part 265 and Parts 122-124,
where no treatment, storage, or disposal activities are ‘continued
or initiated’ in such remediation?”
Section 265.1 defines the applicability of “interim status”
regulations to facilities which treat, store or dispose of
hazardous wastes. Section 265.l(c)(l’l)(i)) provides an exemption
from this requirement for ”...a person engaged in treatment or
containment activities during immediate response...to (A) A
discharge of hazardous waste; (B) An imminent and substantial
threat of a discharge of a hazardous waste; or (C) A discharge of
a material which, when discharged, becomes a hazardous waste.”
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This exemption from certain interim status requirements is
intended to allow owner/operators to respond to a hazardous waste
spill or discharge in a timely manner, without having to comply
with procedural and/or technical requirements that could inhibit
such response measures, and which may otherwise be inappropriate
for such immediate or emergency-type situations. An essentially
identical provision is found in the Part 264 regulations (Section
264.1(g)(2)).
An exception to this exemption is found in Section
265.l(c)( 1 l)(iii). This is intended to limit the scope of the
exception only to those hazardous waste management activities
directly associated with an immediate response to a discharge. (See
53 FR 34085, September 2, 1988). Thus, for example, an
owner/operator responding to a discharge might excavate soil
contaminated with the spilled hazardous waste and store it
temporarily in containers prior to the removal of the material offsite. The container storage area would not be subject to technical
interim status standards.
However, if treatment or containment activity were to be
continued or initiated after the immediate response is complete,
the person performing these activities can no longer take advantage
ofthe Section 265.1(~)(11)(‘1) exemption and must comply with Part
265 requirements governing treatment, storage, or disposal
activities.
It should be understood that Section 265.l(c)( 11) applies only
to situations involving an immediate response to discharges for
hazardous wastes. To the extent that such an immediate response
action has not occurred and is not occurring at the facility in
question, none of the provisions of this subsection would apply.
II. “Is the presence of soil and groundwater contamination at
a facility, standing alone, a sufficient basis upon which a state
agency can make a finding that disposal of hazardous waste took
place at that facility, thereby resulting in a characterization of
that facility as a ‘disposal facility’ subject to RCRA operational
and permitting requirements relevant for TSD facilities?”
II. Past releases of hazardous waste which have occurred any
time after November 19, 1980 may constitute “disposal” as defined
by RCRA Section 1004. Thus, such releases could constitute a
http://yosemite.epa.gov/osw/rcra.nsflDocuments/AOB433DD837E23B6852565DA006F06DB
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violation of RCRA (disposal of hazardous waste without a permit
under RCRA 3005 or 3006) which could be actionable under RCRA
Section 3008(a). Since the situation you described might involve
the disposal of hazardous wastes, and since RCRA Section 3005
requires that a person obtain a Subtitle C permit for the
treatment, storage, or disposal of hazardous waste, in some cases
it may be appropriate to require the owner/operator to obtain a
permit for the facility in order to impose Part 264 standards for
the disposal unit (i.e., a landfill). Since the facility you
describe is no longer an operating facility, the State might decide
that a post-closure permit would likely be the appropriate permit
mechanism when a permit is required.
III. “Does EPA O ffice of Solid Waste policy require an entity
to prepare, submit and receive approval for a Part B permit and/or
post closure permit, where the facility is no longer operational,
shows no intention to be operational, and where the present
property owner has made clear its intention tovoluntarily
remediate the soil and groundwater contamination at the property to
the specifications of the state agency?”
III. As explained above, the requirement to obtain a RCRA
permit for a facility, based on the facts you have presented, is
within the authority of EPA or a State, if the State has been
authorized for RCRA. The decision as to whether and when this
authority may be exercised is at the discretion of the implementing
agency; in the case of an authorized State, such decisions would be
made according to State program policy.
Finally, it is important to keep in mind that the discussion
found in this response contains EPA’s interpretations of Federal
regulations; authorized States may rely upon State interpretations
of State regulatory provisions which may differ from those of the
EPA.
I hope that this response has adequately addressedyour
inquiry. Should you require any further assistance, please contact
David Fagan at (202) 382-4497.
Sincerely,
Sylvia K. Lowrance, Director
O ffice of Solid Waste
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PPC 9471.1986(01)
RESPONSES TO ACCIDENTAL SPILLS OF LISTED OR
CHARACTERISTIC HAZARDOUS WASTES
SEP 29 1986
OFFICE OF SOLID WASTE AND EMERGENCY RESPONSE
Mr. Fred Hansen
Director
Department of Environmental Quality
522 S.W. Fifth Avenue, Box 1760
Portland, Oregon 97207
Dear Mr. Hansen:
Thank you for your August 2 1, 1986,~letter regarding
accidental spills of listed or characteristic hazardous
wastes. Enclosed is the Agency’s response to the eight
questions and issues that you raised. Please note that we
have referred one of your questions to the Superfund Office
and will forward a response to you. I hope this clarifies
the Environmental Protection Agency’s regulation of spills
and spill cleanups.
If I can be of further assistance,please let me know.
Sincerely,
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Original Document signed
J. Winston Porter
Assistant Administrator
Enclosure
-21. Accidental spills of listed or characteristic hazardous
wastes which are cleaned up within a reasonably short time.
The Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) regulations
in 40 CFR Parts 264 and 265 Subparts C and D require immediate
actions to minimize hazards to.human health and the environment
from any unplanned, sudden or non-sudden releasesof hazardous
waste or hazardous constituents. Sections 264.1(g)(8) and 265.1(c)
(11) provide a regulatory exemption from interim status and permitting
standards for treatment and containment activities hazardous waste
discharges and imminent and substantial threats of discharges
(under 260.10 the term discharge includes both accidental and
deliberate spjlls). The effect of this exemption is to promote
hazardous waste discharge prevention and control by relieving
persons engaged in immediate response to discharges and serious
threats of discharges from time consuming requirements.
Under the exemption, treatment, storage and disposal facilities
regulated under RCRA must continue to meet the applicable requirements
of Subparts C and D of Parts 264 and 265. Treatment and containment
activities conducted after the initial response period are subject
to interim status and permitting standards. A facility may qualify
for an emergency permit under 270.61 for such treatment and containment activities occuring after the immediate responseperiod.
Accidental spills should be addressed immediately and in accordance
with the facility’s contingency plan. Sections 264.51 and 265.51
require owner/operators of treatment, storage and disposal facilities
to have a contingency plan describing actions facility personnel
must take in response to any unplanned sudden or non-sudden
releases.,Under section 262.34(a)(4), generators are also required
to have such contingency plans as a condition of obtaining a permit
exemption for 90 day on-site accumulation. Generators are subject
to interim status and permitting requirements for treatment and
h~p://yosemite.epa.gov/oswlrcra.nsflDocuments/77E58lDC5215BF87852565DA006F0294
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containment activities conducted after the accumulation period.
2. Accidental spills not cleaned up within reasonably short time.
As stated above, treatment and containment activities conducted
after the initial response period are subject to permitting and
interim status requirements. In addition, if cleanup activities
do not begin promptly, the spill is considered a land disposal
site subject to permitting requirements.
The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has not established
a definition of what constitutes an immediate response to a spill
situation. The time frames and extent of immediate response must
be judged by persons responding to discharges err an individual
basis. Extended responses which are not judged to be immediate in
nature may result in: (1) a modification to the facility’s contingency plan; (2) an enforcement action for an inadequate contingency
-3plan or permit violation; or (3) enforcement action for illegal
disposal.
3. Spills where cleanup requires on-site treatment.
As explained in the response to question #l, 264.1(g)(8)
and 265.l(c)( 11) provide a regulatory exemption from interim
status and permitting standards for treatment activities conducted
in immediate response to discharges or threats of discharges.
4. Transportation spills cleaned up within a reasonably short time.
263.30 requires the transporter to take appropriate,
immediate action to protect human health and the environment.
Under 263.30(b), an authorized official ‘may authorize removal
of the spill by transporters without an EPA ID number or manifest
in an emergency. When an emergency no longer exists, all
applicable requirements of the RCRA regulations once again apply
to all of the transporter’s activities. The Department of
Transportation has also issued rules regarding spills occurring
during transport.
5. Transportation spills not cleaned up within a reasonably short time.
As discussed above, EPA has not established a definition of
http:Nyosemite.epa.gov/osw/rcra.nsfocuments/77E581DC5215BF87852565DA006;1;0294
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what constitutes an immediate responseto a spill situation. The
timeframes and extent of immediate response must be judged by
persons responding to discharges on an individual basis. Extended
responseswhich are not judged to be immediate in nature may be
subject to enforcement action for illegal disposal.
-41. When does a spill become a Superfund candidate versus
cleanup under RCRA?
Question has been referred to our Superfund O ffice for
response.
2. When does a spill become a facility as defined in RCRA?
As discussed above, if cleanup activities do not begin promptly,
the spill is considered a land disposal site subject to permitting
requirements. In addition, spill areas where hazardous waste is
treated, disposed or stored past the immediate response phase
are subject to all applicable interim status and permitting
standards for hazardous waste management facilities receiving
waste under 1 l/19/80 as outlined in Parts 264,265 and 122.
3. Are there any situations where the cleanup standards
are different than background?
RCRA regulations do not specifically identify a level of clean-up
required in spill situations. Under 263.3 1, a.transporter must
clean up any hazardous waste discharge so that the discharge no
longer presents a hazard to human health and the environment.
Under the emergency procedures provisions of 264.5 1 and 265.5 1,
generators, treatment, storage and disposal facilities must take
those actions, as outlined in the contingency plan, necessary to
minimize hazards to human health and the environment.
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or store hazardous wastes. With respect
to chemicaL physical. and biological
‘watnent. for example. the regulations
zscribe such things as gensrs)
+zrating requirements. waste analysis
and @ail tests. inspections, and closure
requirements. See 40 CFR 265 Subpart
9, If. for example. reagents are osed to
absorb or neutralize a chemical product
listed in 9 261.33 which has spilled in a
plant. the treab”ent requirements
specified in the regulations would
teChniCal)y goveol the response lo the
spill.
This amendment is designed to allow
appropriate responses to spills of
hazardous wastes without b&g limited
by the treatment and storage standards
and the permit and interim status
requirements of the regulations. It
should be noted that EPA is developing
regulations which will address in more
comprehensive fashion the application
of the RCRA regulations to spill
response activities. That rulemaking will
clarify, among other things. relationship
of RCRA and other Federal statutes.
particularly the Clean Water Act and
the Hazardous &faterials Transportation
Act. which concern spill activities.
II. What These Amendments Do
The amendments published today add
three new elements to the regulations
-*b!ished in May, 1960: they add a
nition of spill; exempt immediate
Jntainment and treatment activities
from the Part 264 and 265 regulations
gOVerni” treatment and storage: and.
amend Part 122 to indicate that such
activities do not have to be covered by a
RCRA permit or interim status.
The definition of “spill” is the same as
the definition of “discharge” In
§ 250. 10(a), except that the word
“imtentional” has been deleted from the
definition of spill and the phrase
“material which. when spilled. becomes
hazardous waste” has been added. The
exclusion from regulation provided in
today’s amendments is designed to
allow persons to respond immediately to
sudden. unplanned occurrences, i.e..
accidents. which release materials or
wastes into the environment. There does
not appear to be any basis to extend
today’s action to intentional releases
which might occur. Releases which
occu from burst pipes and ruptured
containers would be considered spills:
releases which routinely occur from. for
example. scheduled maintenance of
machinery would not be. The Agency
specifically requests comment on
whether the definition of spills provides
appropriate scope for the substantive
-- wdments published today. For
oses of the RCRA portions of the
,asolidated permit regulations. a
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facility with a RCRA pe.rmit or in interim
correspoading defmition of @ihas
been added to 5 122.3.
status.
The amendments to Pacts 264 and 265
Discharges of hazardous waste during
state that treatment and containment
transportation are sub@: to the
actions taken in il;unediate response to
oraGsions of Part 283 concerninr!
spills are not considered treatment or
&oedis.te action. reporting. andstorage of hazardous waste. These
cleanw. 40 CFR 263.30 and 263.31. 45 FR
response activities are not subject.
12iU (February 26.19SOJ.repub!ished at
thsrefore. to the detailed requirements
45 FR 33152(May 19.1960). Discharges
of those parts gOver”i”g trea:ment and
of hazardous materials during
storage. The amend=aent to $ 122.21
transportation srs also subject to the
indicates that these activities do not
reporting provisions of DOT regulations
have to be covered by a RCRA permit.
under the Hazardous Materials
The amendments only cover activities
Transportation Act. 49 CFR 171.15.
during thk immediate response to a spill. 171.18.These regulations w!ll apply to
As discussed below. once this response
spUl-r during transportation and these
is accomplished. other regulatory
requirements are not affected by today’s
provisions apply. Section lV of this
amendnent.
preamble provides examples of how
The Part 264 and 265 regulations
these amendments and the other
contain extensive requirements for
regulatory provisions apply to spill
hazardous waste management facilities
situations. These amendments are
concerning preparedness and
designed to allow persons to respond
prevention. and contingency plans and
immediately to spil!s which may pose
emergency procedures. 40 CFR Part 266.
dangers to human health and ‘he
Subparts C and D. 45 FR 33236. 33237
environment. If the Agency believes that (May 19.1960). To ensure proper
anyone is abusing this provision. it will
response to explosions, fires. and other
not hesitate to bring enforcement
releases of hazardous waste. these
actions. inc!uding. under appropriate
provisions
require owsrs and operators
circumstances. criminal prosecutions.
of regulated facilities to have safety
ID. Regulations not Affec:ted by This
equipment and systems. arrangements
Anlendnle”t
with relevant local authorities. a
plan and soIerge”Cy
The purpose of today’s amendments is CO”ti”@“Cy
procedures covering response acfivities.
to allow persons to treat and contain
These regulations continue to apply to
spills without having engaged in
releases et hazardous wsste
treatment and storage activities and to
management facilities which present
recognize that spills occur at places
dangers !o human health and the
which might otherwise not be treatment
environment. For example. S S 264.56
and storage facilities. These
and 265.56.concerning emergency
amendments do not affect whether the
,procedures. have not been exempted.
spilled substance. residue or debris is a
The emergency coordinator must follow
hazardous waste or not; Part 261 will
govern. They do not affect in a” way the the procedures set forth in those
secdons. Today’s amendment simply
application of the generator and
means that actions taken. for example.
transporter requirements: Parts 262 and
under § 265.56(e).are not subject to the
263 will govern these activities. After
treatment and storage requirements of
the immediate response activities are
Part 265.
completed. the hazardous waste is
Regulations promulgated under other
subject to all the requirements for
Federal. state or local laws may apply to
transportation. treatment. storage. or
spills of hazardous waste and other
disposal.
materials. On the Federal level. two
The regulations Prormdgated in May,
1960. explicitly place specific
examples are Section 311 of the C!ea”
Water Act and the Hazardous .\taterials
requiremenls for certain spills of
Transportation Act. Under Section 311
hazardous waste4ischarges
occurring
of the Clean Water Act. discharges of
dur@ transportation and releases
occurring at on-site accumulation areas
oils and hazardous substances (which
and in treatment. storage and disposal
may also be hazardous wastes) are
facilities. These regulations. described
subject to regulation. Hazardous
briefly below. are unaffectedby the
materiels. as regulated by DOT under
amendments published today. These
the Hazardous Materials Transportation
amendments complenient the
Act. include hazardous wastes. See 45
regulations by clarifying that actions
FR 3451 (!+!a~ 22.1980). The
taken in response to spills and in
amendmsnts published today concern
compliance with those regulations are
only RCRA requirements and in no way
not subject to the treatment and StOE38e affect a person’s obligations or
regulations and do not have to be
responsibilities under any other
carriad out at a treatment or storage
applicable Federal. state or local law.
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IV. Examples of How These
Amendments Operate
The following examples illustrate the
manner in which the amendments
pubiished today operate and tie in with
the other RCFU. regulations.
1. A manufacturer spills a commercial
chemical product listed in 8 261.33(e)on
the floor of his plant. He immediately
uses a reagent to absorb or neutralize
the spill. whose residue amounts to
more than 100 kilograms. He places the
residue in containers for subsequent
transportation off-site. What regulations
apply?
The manufaCtuZr iS a geneWOr Of a
hazardous waste-the spilled chemical
as well as the resulting residue. He is
not a small quantity generator because
he has generated more than 100
kilograms of 5 261.33(e) residue. See 40
ci?? 5 .%lLi(e?)(2].His IBe Of the reagent
is not subject to treatment regulations of
Parts 21%and 265 and this use does not
have to be covered by a RCRA permit or
interim status. Once the Immediate
response is over, hcwever. he becomes
subject to the generator requirements of
Part 262. These include requirements for
accumulation on-site. use of EPA
identitication numbers prior to
transporting the residue off-site,
initiation of the manifest, and use of
appropriate packaging, labelling.
marking and Placarding.‘Manufacturers
who anticipate such spills may, as a
precautionary measure, make necessary
arrangements to comply with the Part
262 regulations in advance. And, the
transportation and subsequent
treatment. storage or disposal of the
spill residue is subject to the
requirements of Parts 263. 264. 265 and
122.
2. A tank used to accumulate
hazardous waste (under the
requirements of 0 262.34) ruptures and
the wastes spill on to the ground
Because the tank does not have a
secondary containment system. the
generator immediately builds an
emergency dike to contain the spilled
waste. He subsequently pumps the
spilled waste into drums and. after
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several weeks. ships those drums offsite to an incinerator.
The design. construction and
operation of the emergency containment
dike is not subject to the RCRA Subtitle
C regulations [however. the overall
response to the spill is subject to the
requirements of Subparts C and D of
Part 265 which apply by reference
through S 262.34).The storage of the
cleaned-up wastes in drums is subject to
the accumulation requirements of
5 262.34 if storage in the drums is for
less than96days before off-site
shipment or in a on-site. If storage in the
drums exceeds 9%days, then this must
be covered by a RCRA permit [an
existing permit. a new permit. or an
‘T‘WgHlCy permit) or be covered by
interim status. and must be carried out
in compliance with the applicable
requirements of Parts 264 or 265. The
incinerator that the drummed wastes
shipped to. must have a RCRA permit or
interim status.
If, as part of the immediate clean-up
action. the containment soil of the diked
containment area is treated (e.g..
decontamination of the soil in a mobile
treatment unit) or the spilled waste is
treated. such activity also would not be
subject to regulation. However. if such
treatment extends beyond !he
immediate c!esn-up action, Ep.4 will
require an emergency RCRA permit to
be obtained. Ifcontaminated soil is left
in place. this constitutes disposal and
will require a RCRA permit.
3. A spill of hazardous waste material
listed in S 261.33(e)occurs in
transportation. What must the
transporter do?
Under f263.30(a]. the transporter
must take appropriate immediate action
to protect human health and the
environment. The spill containment or
tPeatment action taken in inxnediate
response is exempt from the tPeatment
and storage requirements of Parts 264
and 265 and the transporter is not
required to have a RCRA permit or
interim status forsuch action. If he has
generated hazardous waste, he must
comply with Part 262 when the
immediate actions are over. If he
transports the spill residue from the spill
site. he milst comply with the
trsI?sporter requirements of Part 263 and
transport the residue to a facility with a
RCRA permit or interim status.
If required by DOT regulations (see’49
CFR 171.15) or other federal regulations
(see. e.g.. 40 CFR 117.~1 and 33 CFR
153.2’Jl). the transporter must notii tha
National Response Center. If an onscene coordinator orother &cial
arrives. that official may undertake
response activities which are exempted
by today’s amendments from the RCRA
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standards and permit requirementdfor
treatment and storage. Under the
present regulations, 8 263.30(b). these
officials may authorize the removal of
the waste by transporters without EPA
identification numbers and without the
preparation of a man&t. The
hazardous waste residue must be sent to
a hazardous waste management facility
with a RCRA permit or interim status: If
long-term containment or treatment
occurs at the spill site, the site must
have a full RCRA permit, interim status,
or an emergency permit.
4. A spill occurs on the site of disposal
facility which is in interim status. The
operator of the facility undertakes
tmmediate containment and clean up.
He subsequently disposes of the waste
at his facihty.
The immediate containment and clean
up activities are exempted from the
Fequirements of Part 2~ sod storage
and treatment. The owners and
operators of the facility must. however.
carry out the provisions of the
contingency plan under § 265.51 and
follow the ei,Ierge!Xy procedures
S 265.56. The disposal al the hazardous
waste is subject to the disposal
requirements of Part 265. If the disposal
facility is unab!e to dispose of the spill
residue. the owner or operator of the
faci\iJy. if be has generated a hazardous
waste. may accumulate the waste onsite under the provisions of ?,262.34, and
must comply with all the Part 262
requirements applicable to generators of
hazardous waste.
V. Effective Date
Section 3010(b) of RCRA provides that
EPA’s hazardous waste regulations and
revisions thereto take effect six months
after their promulgation. The purpose of
this requirement is to allow persons
handling hazardous wastes sufficienl
lead time to prepare to comply with
major new regulatory requirements. For
the amendments promulgated today,
however. the Agency believes that an
effective date si.. months after
promulgation would cause substantial
and unnecessary disruption.in the
implementation of the regulations and
would be contrary to the public interest.
The amendments make clear that
persons responding to spills are not
engaging in treatment and s&age
activities and that such activities do not
have to be done in facilities with a
RCRA permit or in interim status. The
effect of the amendments wilt be to
relieve these persons of having to
comply with a number of impractical
requirements with respect to spills
response actions. The Agency believes
that this is not the type of regulation
revision that-congress had in mind
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when it provided a six month d&y
between the prcmulgation and the
effective date of revisions to regulstions.
ssequentiy. the Agency is setting sn
..Lective date of November 19.1gso. for
- these amendments.
VI. Pmmulgalion in Interim Fiial Form
These amendments operate as a
clsriftcation of the hazardous waste
regulations published in May of 1980.45
FR 33088 (May 19,1980]. With certain
exceptions. those regulations did not
address containment and treatment of
spills of hazardous wastes or materials
which. when spilled. become hazardous
wastes. A literal interpret&tan of the
May regulations, however, would mean
that such actions constitute storage and
disposal fully subject to regulation.
These amendments conform the
regulations to their original intent.The
Agency believes that good csuse exists
for promulgation of this rule in final
form. See 5 USC. 353[b)[B).
Delaying the application of these rules
to allow opportunity for public notice
and comment would work substantial
hardship an persons handling hazardous
waste. The regulatory program goes into
effect on November 19,19&l. Spills are
everyday occurreb~es in the real world.
Without immediate clarification of the
ulations. all Persons who might in the
,-we spill a hazardous material or
hazardous waste would have to the
prepared to be in full compliance with
the Part 265 regulations governing
treatment and storage. Without these
clarifying amendments substantlsi
hardship would be imposed, without
appreciable benefit, on the regulated
community.
VII. Requests for Comments
The Agency is soliciting cc&wits on
all aspects of the amendments and on
ail issues discussed in this preamble. In
addition. the Agency may initiate more
comprehensive r&making in the near
future on RCRA’s applicatibn to spill
.’
responses. The, amendments published
today will tie subject to reconsideratton
~. at that time. The public may accordingly
: ‘.’ be provided additional opportunity to
‘(’ 1.. comment bn the Agency’s regulation of
,spiiis.

Title 40 of the code of Federal
Regulations is amended ss follows:
# 28(LlO tAmended
1. Add the fciiowing definition to
9 260.10(a)(64e):
“Spill” means the accidental spilling,
leaking, pumping. pouring. emitting. or
dumping of hazardous wastes or inaterials which, when spilled. become
hazardous wastes into or on any land or
water.
Blz23 IAmscdedl
2 Add the followinn definition to
8 122.3:
“Spill” [RCRAI means the accidental
spilling. leaking. pumping, emitting,
emptying. or dumping of hazardous
wastes or materials which, when willed.
become hazardous wastes into or &I
my land or water.
8254.1 IAmended
3. Add the following paragraph (g)[E) .
M 0 264.1:
.

1

.

I

.

Is) - * *

(8) Persons with respect to those
activities which are carried out to
immediately contain or treat a spill of
hazardous wsste or material which,
when spilled. becomes a hazardous
wastei except that, with respect to such
activities, the appropriate requirements
of Subpart C and il of this Part are
spplicable to owners and operators of
treatment. storage and disposal facilities
otherwise subiect to this Port.
[Comment: This paragraph only applies
to activities taken in immediate
response to a spill. After the immediate
response activities are completed. the
applicable regulations of this Chapter
apply fully to the management of any
spiit residue or debris which is a
hazardous waste under Part ZIX]
B 385.1 fAmandd1
4. Add the following paragraph (c)(11)
to 9 265.1:
.

l
.

*
.

.

.

.

,121 Per&with
respect to tbosk’..
,. :
activities which are carried cut to
immedtateiy contain or treat a spill of
hazardous waste or material which, .~.,,
when spilled. becomes a hazardous
waste. except that, with respect to such
. VIII. Re&latory.&npacts
activities. the appropriate requireinents
of Subpart C and D of this Part am
The effect of these amendments Is to
applicable to owners and operators of
r.
reducethe overall costs, economic
.t+ment; storage and disposal facilities
.~ jii~p&ct and reporting~and recordkeepina
pthewi& subject to this Part:
~.
‘: :,~’impacts of EPA% h&ardoris waste
[Commen(:.This paragraph only.appiies :
‘wgemant ~egu~atiqns. The Agency ts’ . M~sCdvitieS taken hi immediate
..hle to estimate these’reduction& .’
rss$onse to a spill. After the bnmediattt

response activities are completed. the
regulations of this Chapter apply fully to
the management of any spill residue OI
debris which is a hazardous waste
under Part 261.1
9 12221 1AmendsdJ
5. Add the following paragraph (d)(3)
to g 123.21:
.
.
.
(I
.
(3) Further exclusions. A person is not
required to obtain a RCRA permit for
those activities he carries cut to
immediately contain or treat a spill of
hazardous waste or material which,
when spilled. becomes a hazardous
waste. [Comments: This exclusion is
intended to relieve perscns of the
necessity of obtaining s RCRA permit
where the treatment~cr storage of
hazardous waste is undertaken as part
of an immediate response to a spill. Any
treatment. storage or disposal of spilled
material or spill residue or debris that is
undertaken must be covered by a RCRA
pennit. an emergency RCRA permit or
interim status.]
These amendments are issued under
the authority of Sections 1006. ZOOZ(aJ,
3004 and 31205of the Solid Waste
Disposal Act. as amended by the
Resource Conservation and Recovery
Act of 1976 (RCRA], ss amended. 42
USC 6905,8912(a]. 6924 and 6925.
,m uac.e+9(1132
sad I,-leea 8dJml,
BlW”G COOS
(wo-33-Y
;i,
40 CFR Part 122
[SWH-FRL 187521
Hazardous Wasth Management
System: Gsnsrel and EPA
Administersd Pmn Programs: The
Hazardous West.3 Permit Program

AOEWCY:
United States EnVirOnmental
Protection Agency.
ACTION:Interim fipai rule and request
for comments.
SUMwaY: The Environmental Protection
Agency [“EPA”] is today amending its
hazardous waste pennit regulations to
clarify the circumstances underwhich
hatiardous waste management facilities
inay,qualify for interim status. Interim
status is the conditibn under which
certain facilities would be treated as
having beeh issued a permit until such
time as final administrative action was
taken on their pennit application. These
amendments have been prompted by.
questtans fmm States and the reguiated~
community concerning the eligibility of
various types of facilities for interim
status.
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